SESSIONE I

10.00 Welcome address
   Tullio Pozzan - Director of Department

10.15 "Genetic variants regulating immune cell levels in health and disease"
   Francesco Cucca - Director, CNR Institute for Genetics and Biomedical Research

11.00 "Metabolic control of immunological tolerance and susceptibility to autoimmune diseases"
   Giuseppe Matarese - Dept. of Molecular Medicine, University "Federico II", Napoli

11.45 "Cancer immunotherapy: the fourth strategy"
   Michele Maio - Center for Immuno-Oncology, University Hospital of Siena

12.30 Massimo Inguscio - CNR President

12.45 "Natural Killer Cells: from receptors to the therapy of high risk acute leukemias"
   Lorenzo Moretta - Pediatric Hospital "Bambino Gesù", Roma

13.30 Lunch

SESSIONE II

14.30 Conferenza del Dipartimento